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Title 

 

Does   the   title   convey   the   context   of   the   study,   the   things   that   are   important?   What?   Who?   Where?   How? 

Does   it   call   out   to   the   right   kind   of   reviewers?   Better   to   have   a   boring   but   clear   title.   You   can   always   make 

it   more   interesting   a�ter   the   paper   has   been   accepted.   Know,   however,   that   when   ACs   are   going   through 

the   list   of   papers   to   make   their   bids,   interesting   titles   do   catch   their   (or   anyone’s)   attention   �rst.   If   you 

can   live   without   an   “examining”,   “exploring”,   “understanding”   as   the   �rst   word   in   your   title,   please   leave 

it   out.  

 

Abstract 

 

● We   present   a   study/examination/analysis   of   …  

● We   do   X   to   understand   Y.  

● We   highlight   X,   discussing   Y,   and   conclude   with   Z. 

● [You   should   write   an   abstract   early   on,   knowing   fully   well   that   you   will   (and   should)   iterate 

through   it   at   least   3-4   times.   It   is   also   the   thing   you   should   edit   again   just   before   you   submit.] 

 

Introduction 

 

● High   level   overview   of   the   phenomenon   you   are   studying.   Should   be   something   the   reader   can 

immediately   get   behind   and   hook   themselves   to.  

● Now   carry   the   reader   through   your   �low.   Draw   their   focus   to   the   more   narrow   context   in   which 

you   did   your   work.   

● “In   this   paper,   we   focus   on…”   Give   the   high   level   description   of   your   research. 

● “This   paper   is   structured   as   follows.”   Give   the   outline.   When   you   mention   the   discussion,   also 

mention   the   main   �ndings   of   the   discussion.  

 

Background/Study   Design/Product   X 

 

Your   paper   may   or   may   not   need   this   section,   but   if   you   think   that   it   might   bene�t   from   it,   err   on   the 

side   of   caution.   Do   not   duplicate!   Write   about   the   story   behind   your   research.   Build   up   the   context   that 

the   reader   could   read,   like   a   story,   to   understand   more   about   the   problem   you’re   addressing,   the 

phenomena   you   are   talking   about.   If   the   paper   is   about   an   internet   ban   in   Bangladesh,   tell   the   story 

about   how   the   ban   was   put   in   place,   what   was   the   timeline   like,   who   said   what   in   popular   press,   and   so 

on.   If   the   research   was   conducted   in   the   context   of   an   organization   of   health/outreach   workers,   talk 

about   the   organization,   its   charter,   what   it   has   done/is   doing.   If   the   paper   is   about   a   particular   tech 

practice,   such   as   emoji   communication   amongst   Chinese   users,   talk   about   the   history   of   mobile 

communication   in   that   context   (in   addition   to   what   you   will   say   in   the   Related   Work   section).   If   the 

paper   is   about   a   tool   that   was   deployed   and   evaluated,   write   about   the   tool   and   elaborate   on   its   features.  



 
Related   Work 
 
There   are   two,   or   three   ways   to   do   this.   The   �rst   is   to   not   do   a   RW   section   at   all.   In   this   case,   you   let   the 
data/analysis   connect   with   prior   work   as   you   go   along.   It   would   be   nice   if   this   could   be   su��cient   but 
most   o�ten   it   is   not.   Further,   people   expect   a   section   on   prior   work   so   you   make   it   easier   for   reviewers   to 
understand   which   body   of   work   you   are   drawing   on   and   extending.   And   yes,   always   draw   on   and   extend. 
You   want   to   contribute   to   a   body   of   knowledge   that   already   exists,   because   together   as   academics,   that   is 
our   goal.   However,   you   also   want   to   extend   that   body   of   knowledge   (otherwise   why   write   this   paper?).  
 
The   second   way   to   do   this   is   to   break   RW   down   into   subsections   that   are   like   circles   in   a   venn   diagram. 
Your   research   falls   into   the   intersection   of   those   circles.   They   may   or   may   not   intersect   at   multiple 
points.   The   important   thing   is   to   cover   every   paper   that   has   a   leaning/focus   similar   to   yours.   So   you 
could   do   --   “Our   paper   builds   on   XYZ   work.   Here’s   X   and   here’s   how   we   extend   it.   Here’s   Y   and   …” 
 
The   third   (and   slightly   more   preferable   way,   according   to   me)   is   to   make   the   related   work   section   �low 
instead   of   have   it   broken   down   into   these   discrete   sections   like   I   just   mentioned.   Tell   it   like   a   story,   don’t 
list   papers.   Make   the   e�fort   for   it   to   read   as   thoughtful   and   nuanced,   instead   of   a   “1,   2,   3”   listing.  
 
You   can   look   at   the   Mobile   Phones   for   Maternal   Health   in   Rural   India   paper   that   I   wrote   for   CHI   2015   as 
an   example.   It   is   by   no   means   the   best   way   to   do   this,   but   it   did   not   raise   any   eyebrows   in   the   review 
process,   at   least.   One   subsection   (or   2-3   paragraphs)   could   be   dedicated   just   to   the   theoretical   lens,   if   you 
are   using   one   (and   I   hope   you   are   using   one). 
 
Methodology 
 

● This   should   tell   the   story   of   what   you   did,   and   the   single   most   important   point   is   to   show   that 
you   were   re�lective,   rigorous,   ethical,   sound   in   your   research.  

● Start   with   where   you   conducted   the   study.   Was   there   one   site   or   many?   How   long   was   your   (the 
authors’)   engagement   with   this   site?   What   was   the   nature   of   the   engagement?   And   remember   to 
anonymize   by   default. 

● Say   what   methods   you   used   and   who   you   studied.   How   long   were   your   interviews?   What   kinds 
of   questions   did   you   ask   (give   examples)?   Did   you   use   an   interpreter?   Who   were   these   people? 
How   old? 

● On   self-disclosure   --   add   a   paragraph   about   who   the   authors   are   and   what   they   bring   to   the 
table.   Say   what   their   biases   might   have   been   that   could   be   limitations   of   this   work.   Was   there 
access   you   could   not   get,   for   example?  

● How   did   you   analyze   the   data?   If   you   used   grounded   theory,   for   example,   whose   version   of 
grounded   theory   did   you   use?   Did   you   develop   theory?   If   you   didn’t,   please   don’t   claim   to   have 
done   so.   And   who   was   responsible   for   the   analysis?  

● Finally,   there   are   lots   of   papers   that   have   a   decent   write-up   for   methodology.   Find   a   researcher 
you   like   and   read   their   Methodology   section.  

 



Findings/Analysis 
 
This   will   form   the   chunk   of   your   writing.   I   have   sometimes   iterated   through   these   in   digital   form,   or   else 
made   a   rough   outline      on   paper   and   then   typed   it   in.   It   is   best   that   we   talk   about   this   section   before   you 
attempt   to   write.   The   thing   to   remember   is   that   all   of   your   data   goes   into   this   section,   and   you   need   to 
weave   a   story   around   your   data   that   is   compelling,   novel,   and   forms   the   central   theme   of   the   paper.   Your 
goal   is   not   to   “surprise”   your   audience   with   your   data.   However,   if   you   �nd   yourself   saying   things   that 
most   people   might   know   already,   something   may   be   wrong.   If   you   have   done   qualitative   work,   make 
sure   you   include   quotes   in   the   �ndings.   Most   importantly,   do   not   tell   a   story   based   on   quotes   you   have. 
Pick   quotes   based   on   the   story   you   want   to   tell.  
 
Discussion/Design   Recommendations/Both 
 
Depends   on   what   the   nature   of   your   study   was,   but   you   might   either   leave   the   reader   with   design 
recommendations   for   the   context   you   studied   (e.g.,   how   could   HCI   address   the   lives   of   young   women   in 
rural   West   Bengal   facing   constant   threats   to   their   safety)   or   discuss   the   main   takeaways   for   your   desired 
readers   of   this   paper   (ICTD   researchers?   Other   HCI   researchers?   Practitioners?)   or   both.   This   needs 
thought   and   work.   You   need   a   week   just   to   think   about   and   iterate   on   the   Discussion.   Do   not   take   this 
lightly.   If   you   are   taking   on   a   particular   theoretical   lens,   you   will   need   to   deeply   engage   with   this   lens 
through   the   Discussion,   also   thinking   about   what   your   work   does   for   the   lens   and   not   just   the   other   way 
around. 
 
Conclusions   and/or   Future   Work 
 
Say   what   you   did.   Say   what   you   (or   others)   might   do   to   take   this   work   further.   If   you   don’t   want   to   do   the 
latter,   don’t,   and   then   don’t   have   the   “Future   Work”   in   there.  
 
References 
 
Err   on   the   side   of   caution   again.   Always   be   generous   when   you   talk   about   others’   work.   Always   be 
generous   when   you   *think*   about   others’   work.   Always   be   generous,   period.   :) 
 
 
General   Recommendations: 
 

➔ Please   use   LaTex. 
➔ Remember   that   there   is   no   one   way   to   write   a   good   paper.   These   are   just   guidelines. 
➔ You   could   -   a�ter   reading   this   -   look   at   papers   that   you   like   and   see   if   you   can   see   a   pattern.  
➔ In   general,   try   to   make   the   writing   �low   from   section   to   section.   With   each   section,   tell   the 

reader   what   you   expect   them   to   see,   then   tell   them   (before   you   end)   what   they   saw.  


